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Team.

•

Anssi Tuunainen

•

Saku Urponen

•

Severina Stocklauser

•

Tanita Wilhelmer

•

Martina Peer

Every teammember was responsible for the development and success of the new concept, the homepage,
the live shows and the documentation. A splitting of responsibilities would not make much sense at this
place, because everyone of us was involved in every single part of this project.
Our aim was to create and realize a new concept for an already existing radio station and a basic template for radio websites . We finished at the point, where the theoretical part was finished and ready to be
executed.
The next steps would be the programming of the website and the realisation of Radio Achwelle to be a
real student‘s radio, whereas the integration of the students in the radio programm would play a big part
of the daily campus life.
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Briefing.

Radio Achwelle is the students radio of the FH Vorarlberg. It is run on an complimentary basis by the
students themselves within the framework of the
Verein zum Betrieb studentischer Medien am Campus der Fachhochschule Vorarlberg. It has been built
up in 1997 by a group of Intermedia students. The
FH Vorarlberg and its staff supports the students in
realizing their visions and thereby provide an extensional education. Radio Achwelle works in cooperation with the independent Radio Proton and Radio
Vorarlberg (ORF).
Program:
The program consists of a constant web stream playing a mixture of mainstream and alternative sound.
Additionally the students host some shows in teams.
They do the shows on a voluntarily basis.
Time frames for broadcasts:
• Radio Achwelle:
web stream: 24 hours, 7 days/week
shows: mon - fri, between 10:00 am/10:00 pm
web: http://www.achwelle.at

•

„Achwelle @ Proton“ (show) on Radio Proton/
Radio Achwelle:
show: first and third Thursday/month from 9:00
to 10:00 pm
web: http://www.radioproton.at
UKW: 104,6/89,3 MHz

•

„Achwelle Magazin“ (show) on Radio Vorarlberg/
Radio Achwelle:
first Sunday/month from 9:30 to 10:00 pm
web: http://vorarlberg.orf.at/magazin/studio/
radiovorarlberg
UKW: territorial vary between 89,9 and 98,2 MHz

Target Group:
The target group are in addition to employees the
students studying at the FH Vorarlberg. The students are between 19 and about 30 years old. They
have different nationalities, most of them are native German speakers. The students listen via their
computers to the stream or to certain shows. People
who listen to the Radio Achwelle are interested in
alternative music.
Webpage look and feel:
The webpage is dominated by dark colors, black and
blue. The logo and the text are white, there is also
a background picture on top of the page, that looks
like a blue heaven with some fine clouds. Other
colors are not used, so everything seems a little bit
depressive, old fashioned and the items do not really fit to each other. The appearance is a bit like an
unkind pickup collection of boxes, links and content.
Perception of a user before re-designing:
gloomy, puzzling, not maintained, not finished, not
structured
Webpage structure:
When entering the webpage, you see a welcome
text in the middle of the page. On the left side there
is a navigation, which is not particularly structured
in a meaningful way. On the right side you find a
pictogram with the headline „campus radio hören“,
which, if it worked, should link to a ploneradio tool.
Below there are four links for one livestream, a mp3player, a quicktime plugin, a windowsmedia plugin
and a java plugin.
The webpage that is online consists of about 19 pages (without error page and members area).
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Concept.

New concept and re-design of web page:
Our motivation is to create a totally new image for
the Radio Achwelle as a radio station, which is also
visible in the web page. Since it is made by and
basically for students, Radio Achwelle should look
and feel and be recognized as this. We want to find a
new way to express the unique characteristics of the
radio station, the teams, the music, the shows and
so on. This is possible, on one hand, with the restructuring of the whole page and on the other hand
with the re-design of Radio Achwelle as a students
radio itself. Furthermore the template which we will
develop should be a basis for web radios in general
that can easily be adapted

when listening to the shows on Radio Achwelle and
visiting the webpage.

Perception of a user after re-designing:
friendly, innovative, clear, easy, young, alive, fresh,
fun, alternative, free, motivated, entertaining, informative.

•

Target group:
The target group are in addition to employees the
students studying at the FH Vorarlberg. The students are between 19 and about 30 years old. They
have different nationalities, most of them are native
German speakers. The students listen via their computers or mobile devices to the stream or to certain
shows. Listeners are interested in music, cultural
events and concerts and get their information mainly
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A typical Radio Achwelle user:
He or she has the radio achwelle web page as starting page, listens to his favorite web stream,
searches with the advanced search function for festival dates and logs in to give a comment on a recent
blog entry. He or she looks up the program for next
week, subscribes to a new show.
Connection of radio and webpage:
To provide the interactivity, the radio shows and the
webpage are closely connected. It is now possible to

•
•
•
•
•
•

choose a song from a list when entering the
website,
upload the favourite music into the playlist on
the webpage,
account for available slots in the program,
define the look of the webpage on their own
computer (change color, order of boxes etc.),
search for music/cultural events,
log in and write blog entries or comments on
other blog entries,
take part at competitions/games

Radio for and by students:
Radio Achwelle is a radio run by and made for students. The students are involved in the actions and
events around Radio Achwelle. That means amongst
others, that everyone studying at the FH Vorarlberg
is invited to create/responsible for the program.
The radio show:
When a student decides to do a radio show, he or
she has to choose a free slot from the programm on
the webpage. The slots are available on a 30-minutes-base. Then the student can either

•

book the studio and do the show at Radio Achwelle or

•

get a generated code with the confirmation
e-mail; by typing this code in the login of the
online studio, the student is able to do a show
from every place he wants (required: notebook,
microphone intern/extern, internet connection)

Support of student‘s bands:
The radio shows can be designed by the students
themselves. Radio Achwelle functions as a platform,
where students of every degree program can promote their music, projects, and special interests.
Radio Achwelle is primarily delivered by a live
stream over Internet. You can get it on the webpage

Timeplan.

Timeplan/schedule Project Radiowebsite

WEEK
meeting with Michael & Wolfgang
meeting with Anne Kristin
TASK
documentation
choose project, content of a radio webpage
research about radio
preparation of first radio show
brainstorming names for radio show/website
1st radio show „radio formation“
finding structure for website content
fixing structure/description of every page
briefing/description of website project/radio
research: typefaces, colors, logos
research: chat progr., blog syst., schedules
layout sketches
CI/CD, logotype sketches
2nd radio show „radio formation“

1
4th
4th

x
x
x

march
2
3
th
11 18th
12th 19th

4
x
x

1
8th
9th

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
29th
x

x
x
x
x
x

April
2
3
4
1
th
th
th
15 22 29 6th
x
x 30th 7th

x

x

x

x
16th
x
x
x
x
x
th
x 23
x
th
23 30th

may
2
x
x

june

3
4
th
20 27th
x 28th

1
x
x

july
1

2
3
4
th
th
10 17
x 1st - presentation
x 18th 25th 1st – presentation

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
10th

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

blog
already in LMS
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USP of the „student‘s radio“:
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•

Information about what is going on at the FHV and campus region (music/cultural events/student events) in the blog and in shows

•

More shows with different topics that concern students

•

Students are invited to present and talk about their projects

•

Provides interactivity, the radio shows and the web page are closely connected

•

Innovative schedule system

•

Possibility to make an own radio show

•

3 different music streams to choose

•

Own music can be uploaded in the students stream

•

Individual look of the web page can be defined

•

Ability to comment on blog entries, post on shout box

How to build up a connection between students and radio.

•

Get in touch with Radio Achwelle:
open day, ECTS has to be in the curriculum, broadcast audio projects on RA, broadcast a lesson, kinderuni...

•

Events organized by the radio team:
special achwelle parties, organize a bus to concerts and events...

•

Good advertising:
with flyers, posters...

•

Merchandising:
stickers, t-shirts, cups, lighters...

•

Social network connection:
facebook, twitter, RSS

•

Membership with advantages

•

Connection to the radio team:
show the people who do the radio!)
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Places where you will be able to listen to Radio Achwelle:

http://www.achwelle.at.
In order to reach a bigger number of students, Radio Achwelle can be heard in the entire campus area, that includes the Mensa, Café Schräg, Campus Cafè, Campus II, the assembly hall in building B and the restrooms.
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Finding a new logo for Radio Achwelle...
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Candidates for semi-finals:
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Final version.
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Analysation of the current Radio Achwelle homepage.

Links:
Start:
About:
Team:
News:
Livestream:
Shows:
Studio:
Picture Archive:
Events:
Designstuff:
Links:
Recommendations:
Projects:
Contact:
Imprint:
Podcast:
Login (pictogram):
Website overview:
Accessability:
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Content of the page
welcome text
broadcasting slots; history of the radio station;
http://www.achwelle.at/about
http://www.achwelle.at/neuigkeiten
formats; at end of page notice;
information (contains archive in years 2006 to
2008); archive (podcast of shows from 1997 to 2005)
webcam link to ustream.tv (does not work); labelled
pictures of the studio
posters, banners, albums of events
festivals and intern events from 2007 to 2009
pictures, logos, posters of Radio Achwelle
links to interesting, useful etc. webpages
empty; ment for books, movies ...
Radio Achwelle in projects in 2007/2008
adress etc. and info about
contact information and disclaimer
some recorded shows/interviews
login and link to register form (register does not
work)
links to all subsites
info and „how to“

Tools:
Schedule:
News:
Search function:
Recently-Played-List:
breadcrumbs:
Achwelle tweets

Functions
Google™ calendar, buttons today, back and forward;
overview 8 days (eg. Thursday to Thursday);
Textnews, not related to link News!
http://www.achwelle.at/news_listing
example search for „kinderuni“:
lists results in additional page http://www.achwelle.
at/search?SearchableText=kinderuni
connected to last.fm (a webradio that provides the
largest online music catalogue)
show your recent visited and linked pages
connected to twitter
On the startpage – below the welcome text – is a
link to the SOTF (stream on the fly) which is a kind of
archive, sorted by tags. Other linked pages are Radio
Proton, Vorarlblog and Musigreview.
Webpage - technical build-up:
For building it up they used the Open Source Content
Management System Plone. The team conciously followed the web standards W3C and the accessability
guidelines for webcontent (WCAG V1.0).

Screenshot.
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Struktogramm of the new Radio Achwelle homepage:
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Final layout.

social network links and RSS

Help

main navigation

Contact

Donation

Imprint

-A+

de

en

links and language options
searchfunction

radioachwelle
you are here: home

HOME

ABOUT

BLOG

EVENTS

search

Welcome to Radio Achwelle

passwort

e-mail

Welcome to the Achwelle !

welcome-

login for members

Login
log in
register »

forgot passwort?

Eped molut odion repraerum qui alibusa quas re nim latatur?
Ecum haribus, quas vendanimin eost eum invenet asperunti
doluptas adita doluptatecto verum, soloren daestium natus
pratum faceate nestemq uossum quunt pedis

Livestream
upload-stream

Just music

Mainstream

Itatiunt miniscid quiatum inus, sint ma nus quae voloreribus
quiatum debitat ionsedit es et qui berferior arum etur, elestiur
ma saepe arum quam eos et quis aborro

Nneka - Heartbeat

livestream

00:17

now playing:
Title:
Artist:
Album:
Year:

Schedule

Heartbeat
Nneka
Nneka
2009

ON AIR

CLUBNIGHT
20:00 - 23:59

buy:

Day
Programm June 2010

08:00

Tue
June, 8

Campus Mag
09:00

Interviews

schedule/pro-

Weekend

10:00

Talknight
Partyformation

Tue
June, 8

Campus
Mag
by
Lars Misko

Campus
Mag
by
Lars Misko

Month

Week
Wed
June, 9
Campus
Mag
by
Lars Misko

Thu
June, 10
Campus
Mag
by
Lars Misko

Fri
June, 11
Campus
Mag
by
Lars Misko

open with:

Sat
June, 12
Campus
Mag
by
Lars Misko

Sun
June, 13
Campus
Mag
by
Lars Misko

11:00

12:00

Title:
Title

Artist

Album

For you

Agnus & Julia Stone

Down the Way

05:20

Big Jet Plane

Pilan Bros

Down the Way

03:59

Santa Monica

Juli and Band

Down the Way

05:30

Yellow Brick Road

Tony Ambrus

Down the Way

07:37

And The Boys

Will Beth

Down the Way

04:10

On The Road

Mila

Down the Way

04:05

Walk It Off

Sunrise Avenue

Down the Way

03:24

Hush

Josh Stone

Down the Way

04:22

Draw Your Sword

Cabaretta

Down the Way

06:36

I’m Not Yours

Amy Down

Down the Way 03:59

13:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

upload

upload your song
I certify that the uploaded song does
not violate the Terms of Use.

14:00

Interview
Session
by
Lars Misko

Interview
Session
by
Lars Misko

Interview Weekend
Session
is
by
coming !
Lars Misko
by
Lars Misko

Weekend
is
coming !

Free Slot

Free Slot

Free Slot

Free Slot

Free Slot

Weekend
is
coming !

by
by
Lars Misko Lars Misko
Free Slot

Interview
Session
by
Lars Misko

18:00

shoutbox

Shoutbox

Free Slot

08:00 Severina: I like this song so much
08.01 Tanita: the last album was really good

19:00

08.03 Severina: do you mean Butterﬂy ?
sign in »

sign in »

sign in »

sign in »

sign in »

sign in »

sign in »

Talknight

Talknight
by
Benny B.

Partyformation

Talknight

by
Benny B.

Partyformation
by
Anne Hills

by
Anne Hills

20:00

July 2010
Mon

Tue

Wed Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

21:00

22:00

08:05 Tanita: Yeah it was also quite good
by
Benny B.

23:00

make your own show

08:05 Martina: I like Clowns Diary much more
08:08 Tanita: but the next one should be more
08:08 Severina: yes it should
Name:
Tanita
Message:

Make Your Own Program
send

Make your own radio show:

customize the homepage

website overview/site-

sign in

Customize this page

Sitemap
Home

Events

Imprint

Donation

RSS Feeds

About

Blog

Help

Contact

team

news

FAQ

adress

subscribe now!

studio

archive

sitemap

feedback

shows

history
philosophy

what is RSS

blog
events
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Schedules: Research/usage on radio homepages

Hitradio Ö3 and YleX have quite clear and accessible schedules on their websites. You can easily see the whole week’s schedule. Color coding helps to individualise different shows and times. Clicking the program name takes you to the
programs webpage with more information about the upcoming and past shows,
podcasts etc. Ö3 provides also short descriptions of the programmes in the
schedule. Only disadvantages I can find from using this kind of structure is that it
works mainly with radio stations that have permanent schedules and it’s sometimes a bit hard to see what time a show is on if it’s far from the time-column. In
my opinion we should get a schedule similar to these two to our website, provided that the timetable will be static.
BBC Radio 1 and ORF Ö1 schedules provide a daily view of the shows and you can
choose the schedule of a desired date from a calendar shown on the right side
of the page. Both provide short descriptions of the shows and straight links to
podcasts and the programs own webpage. Ö1 doesn’t provide as much information about the shows as Radio1.
Ö1’s has a lot of different shows and it can get a bit frustrating scrolling the
page to find out what starts and when. But the schedule has one handy tool. Left
to the calendar you find a tool with which you can select themes of the shows
shown in the schedule. You can also select just downloads to be shown. This is a
pretty handy for finding shows on wanted dates.
BBC Radio 1’s schedule is also quite long, but offers the chance to skip to a
wanted time e.g. ‘Evening’ and ‘Late’. You also have the option to remove the
program descriptions.
FM4’s site provides two options to see the schedules: sendeschema and Radioprogramm. Radioprogramm site is a bit cryptic: it shows about two dozen
dates and probably some names of the shows. By clicking the date you get more
detailed schedule for the selected date with links to webpages of the different
shows, audio and podcasts. Sendeschema shows the schedule of the week. Clicking a name of a show takes you to a page with general information of the show
and possibly with links to podcasts and the shows webpage.
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Hompages:
http://oe3.orf.at/sendungen
http://ylex.yle.fi/radio/ohjelmakaavio
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio1/programmes/schedules/england
http://oe1.orf.at/programm
http://fm4.orf.at/radio
http://fm4.orf.at/radio/stories/sendeschema

Schedule.
Schedule

choose view: day/week
arrows: previous/next

Day
Programm June 2010

categories for shows

08:00

Campus Mag
09:00

Interviews

subscribe for shows
by clicking on the
RSS-button of the
several shows.

Weekend

10:00

Talknight
Partyformation

collapse schedule
Month

Week

Tue
June, 8

Tue
June, 8

Wed
June, 9

Thu
June, 10

Fri
June, 11

Sat
June, 12

Sun
June, 13

Campus
Mag
by
Lars Misko

Campus
Mag
by
Lars Misko

Campus
Mag
by
Lars Misko

Campus
Mag
by
Lars Misko

Campus
Mag
by
Lars Misko

Campus
Mag
by
Lars Misko

Campus
Mag
by
Lars Misko

11:00

make PDF/print/RSS

no show = just music on the live stream

12:00

13:00

14:00

15:00

free slots can be booked for
doing a radio show

16:00

17:00

Interview
Session
by
Lars Misko

Interview
Session
by
Lars Misko

Interview Weekend
Session
is
by
coming !
Lars Misko
by
Lars Misko

Weekend
is
coming !

Weekend
is
coming !

Free Slot

Free Slot

Free Slot

Free Slot

Free Slot

Free Slot

Free Slot

sign in »

sign in »

sign in »

sign in »

sign in »

sign in »

sign in »

Talknight

Talknight
by
Benny B.

Partyformation

Talknight

by
Benny B.

Partyformation
by
Anne Hills

by
Anne Hills

by
by
Lars Misko Lars Misko

Interview
Session
by
Lars Misko

18:00

19:00

20:00

July 2010
Mon

Tue

1

calendar

Wed Thu

2

3

Fri

Sat

Sun

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

21:00

22:00

show: title and moderator

by
Benny B.

23:00
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Schedule: details of the show.
Schedule
Day
Programm June 2010

08:00

Campus Mag
09:00

Interviews
Weekend

10:00

Talknight
Partyformation

11:00

12:00

13:00

make PDF/print/send to a friend
14:00

15:00

get details of the show: click
inside the colored field

16:00

17:00

Tue
June, 8

Tue
June, 8

Wed
June, 9

Free Slot

Free Slot

sign in »
Talknight

20

Fri

Sat

Sun

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

21:00

22:00

23:00

Sun
June, 13

Campus
Mag
by
Lars Misko

Campus
Mag
by
Lars Misko

x
Campus
Mag
by
Lars Misko

Topic of the day:
Interview
Interview
Interview
Usability Day,
photo exhibition
of theWeekend Weekend
Session
is
is
6. SemsterSession
Intermedia. Session
by
by
by
coming !
coming !
Lars Misko Lars Misko Lars Misko
Name: Lars Misko
by
by
Lars Misko
Age: 22Lars Misko

20:00

Wed Thu

Sat
June, 12

Moderator:
Lars Misko

sign in »

Tue

Fri
June, 11

Duration:
8 am till 11 am (every Monday to
Saturday).

Free Slot

19:00

Mon

Thu
June, 10

Campus Mag
Campus
Campus
Campus
Campus
Mag
Mag
Mag
Mag
by
by
by
by
Content:
Lars Misko Lars Misko Lars Misko Lars Misko
Lars talks in his show about the news
around the campus, life and studying
at the FH, interesting topics concerning students.

18:00

July 2010

Month

Week

by
Benny B.

sign in »

Weekend
is
coming !
by
Lars Misko

Interview
Session
by
Lars Misko

Free Slot
Free Slot Free Slot Free Slot
Intersts:
filming and video,
to mix music, snowboarding, wakeboarding.
Study:
sign in6.» Semster
sign Intermedia
in »
sign in »
www.larsmisko.at
Talknight Partyformation
by
by
Benny B.
Anne Hills

Partyformation
by
Anne Hills

sign in »
Talknight
by
Benny B.

Do your own radio show!

pop-up window: appears when a user klicks on the
free slots on schedule but is not logged in.

You need to be logged in to see the free radio show slots!

use your FH-account to log in

username

mpe3801

password

••••••••

log in

forgot password?

register »

This is the place where users can book the slots for
their broadcasts. It is directly connected with the
schedule.

Make Your Own Show!
day

Your preferred slot:

month

05

.

hour

starttime:

09

07

year

.

2010

Change date and time here
or click on other free slot in
the schedule!

min

:

30

After signing in for one or multiple slots the user
gets an e-mail with a link and an authorization code.
The link leads to a secure site where the user can
prepare his/her show.

min

duration:
You wanna do more
than one show?

30
no, only one show!
yes, every day!
yes, every week!
yes, every month!
other

Search for available slots

Name:

Do you have a band?

Title of your show:

Bandname:

Upload a picture:

yes

no

browse

Please describe
your show briefly:
max. 400 characters

sign in now!
information: after you have signed in for one or multiple
shows, you will get an automatically generated message
on your e-mail-address.
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Livestream.

The livestream is one of the always visiblie tools on our website. At the top you
can choose between three streams, we will explain later. underneath you see
the playbutton. If you click it, there is a little popupbox asking you if you want to
listen through the page or one of your players. next to the playbutton, there is a
timeline for the song that is playing right now, so you can see how long it will be
playing. next to this, you can regulate the volume. underneath all this buttons,
there is a box with the description of the song playing right now, where you also
have the possibility to buy the song if you like to.
The livestream also has a playlist of the songs that will be played and have been
played. And finally there is an uploadbox for songs, you would even like to hear
on the radio, or songs e.g. your bandmate wrote themselves. You can not upload
a song without checking the checkbox, that you agree about the rules for an upload. There is a link next to the checkbox, where you can read the guidelines and
rules for an upload. The three different lifestreams:
1. Mainstream
Mainstream is the stream that will also be played in some areas on the campus.
It is the „actual stream“ of the Achwelle. There are all the programs and shows.
2. Just music
In this stream you will have music without any interruption through a show. It is
a mix for especially students. Through the uploadbox, you can either choose a
song out of the library you want to hear, or upload a song you did not make by
yourself.
3. upload-stream
This is the stream, where you can listen to all the music, the students created
themselves. If you use the uploadfunction, you should upload a song of your
own band.
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Livestream
upload-stream

Just music

Mainstream
Nneka - Heartbeat

00:17
now playing:
Title:
Artist:
Album:
uploaded by:

All I have sawn
Campusband
First strike
Saku

buy:

Title

Artist

Album

For you

Agnus & Julia Stone

Down the Way

05:20

Big Jet Plane

Pilan Bros

Down the Way

03:59

Santa Monica

Juli and Band

Down the Way

05:30

Yellow Brick Road

Tony Ambrus

Down the Way

07:37

And The Boys

Will Beth

Down the Way

04:10

On The Road

Mila

Down the Way

04:05

Walk It Off

Sunrise Avenue

Down the Way

03:24

Hush

Josh Stone

Down the Way

04:22

Draw Your Sword

Cabaretta

Down the Way

06:36

I’m Not Yours

Amy Down

Down the Way 03:59

upload your song
I certify that the uploaded song does
not violate the Terms of Use.

upload

Advanced search function on every page.

search function: works like „spotlight“ - you get the
search results in a little window directly below the
search field

Party
Show all
Top-Match

Party im Tik!

Shows
Achwelle Live-Party
passwort
forgot PartyWelle
passwort?

log in

register »

Houseparty reloaded
Blog

Achwelle macht Party im Camp...

Ideen für ne Partylocation?
achwelle
achwelle
Achwelle feiert Geburtstag
Nneka - Heartbeat

Title:
Artist:
Album:
Year:
Music
buy:
open:
Artist

Studentenparty im Cafè Schräg
Ideen für 00:17
ne Partylocation?
Achwelle feiert Geburtstag
Heartbeat
Nneka
Studentenparty
Nneka
2009

im Cafè Schräg
ON AIR
Partylife - Fiona BLa
CLUBNIGHT
20:00 - 23:59

Party
itunes - Kate Nash

Album
Partylife - Fiona
BLa
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Latest News

Blog.

Wednesday, 02 June 2010 21:33 posted by Severina
New Achwelle Homepage !
Eped molut odion repraerum qui alibusa quas re nim latatur?
Ecum haribus, quas vendanimin eost eum invenet asperunti doluptas adita doluptatecto verum, soloren
daestium natus pratum faceate nestemq uossum quunt pedis
Itatiunt miniscid quiatum inus, sint ma nus quae voloreribus quiatum debitat ionsedit es et qui berferior arum
etur, elestiur ma saepe arum quam eos et quis aborro

In the main menu the button „Blog“ has a dropdownmenu, where you can choose between „archive“ and
„latest news“.

Comments (3) - show all - post comment

In the archive, you can see the last few years, and
how many blogentries there are for which year. underneath there are the months. also with the number
of entries. if you would click on the arrow then, you
can see the beginings of the titles in this month and
you can choose the one you would like to read. Underneath this part of the archive, you have the possibility to search for blogentries. There you have a lot
of different possibilities. For example you can search
for entries written by the same person, entries with
one or more words and you can also search for a
word in a timeperiod you chose. After you clicked
the searchbutton, you will get the results sorted by,
author matches, title matches, content matches, and
also timeperiod if you chose this function.

New Achwelle Homepage !

Wednesday, 02 June 2010 21:33 posted by Tanita

Eped molut odion repraerum qui alibusa quas re nim latatur?
Ecum haribus, quas vendanimin eost eum invenet asperunti doluptas adita doluptatecto verum, soloren
daestium natus pratum faceate nestemq uossum quunt pedis
Itatiunt miniscid quiatum inus, sint ma nus quae voloreribus quiatum debitat ionsedit es et qui berferior arum
etur, elestiur ma saepe arum quam eos et quis aborro

Comments (3) - show all - post comment

Wednesday, 02 June 2010 21:33 posted by Martina
Saturday Axhwelle Party !
Eped molut odion repraerum qui alibusa quas re nim latatur?
Ecum haribus, quas vendanimin eost eum invenet asperunti doluptas adita doluptatecto verum, soloren
daestium natus pratum faceate nestemq uossum quunt pedis
Itatiunt miniscid quiatum inus, sint ma nus quae voloreribus quiatum debitat ionsedit es et qui berferior arum
etur, elestiur ma saepe arum quam eos et quis aborro

Comments (3) - hide all - post comment

trz8875 - 02 June 2010 21:33
Welcome to the Achwelle. Eped molut odion repraerum qui alibusa quas re nim latatur?
Ecum haribus, quas vendanimin eost eum invenet asperunti doluptas adita doluptatecto verum.
trz8875 - 02 June 2010 21:33
Itatiunt miniscid quiatum inus, sint ma nus quae voloreribus quiatum debitat ionsedit es et qui
berferior arum etur, elestiur ma saepe arum quam eos et quis aborroItatiunt miniscid quiatum
inus, sint ma nus quae voloreribus quiatum debitat ionsedit es et qui
post comment:

send

« Start

Prev

1

2

3
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4

Next

End »

Searching in the Blog archive.

Archive

2010 (18)

2009 (25)

2008 (34)

2007 (185)

2006 (185)

January (5)

January (5)

January (5)

January (5)

January (5)

Februrary (2)

Februrary (2)

Februrary (2)

Februrary (2)

Februrary (2)

March (3)

March (3)

March (3)

March (3)

March (3)

April (1)

April (1)

April (1)

April (1)

April (1)

May (1)

May (1)

May (1)

May (1)

May (1)

June (5)

June (5)

June (5)

June (5)

June (5)

July (1)

July (1)

July (1)

July (1)

July (1)

August (6)

August (6)

August (6)

August (6)

August (6)

October (2)

October (2)

October (2)

October (2)

October (2)

November (1)

November (1)

November (1)

November (1)

November (1)

December (1)

December (1)

December (1)

December (1)

December (1)

Advanced search

Find posts
with all of the words
with the exact phrase
with at least one of the words

Homepage
search

with these words in the posts title

By author
posts written by

Dates
post written

anytime

post written between

1

Jan

2010

and

5

Jan

2010
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Search results
Search results
back to blog | back to archieve

You searched for the word(s): Homepage
There are 6 matches.

Title matches
1

New Achwelle Homepage !

2

Look at FHV Homepage !

( Eped molut odion repraerum qui alibusa quas re nim Homepage? Ecum haribus, quai ...)

( Eped molut odion repraerum Homepage alibusa quas re nim latatur? Ecum haribus, quai ...)

Phrase matches
3

Blablabla ablut bla

4

Eped molut Odion

5

Welcome to Achwelle

4

Improove your Usability

...doluptas adita doluptatecto Homepage, soloren daestium natus pratum faceate nestemq ....
...uossum quunt pedis doluptas adita Homepage verum, uossum quunt pedis...
...doluptas adita doluptatecto daestium natus Homepage, soloren daestium natus faceate nestemq ....
...uossum quunt doluptas adita Homepage verum, uossum pedis pedis quunt pedis...

...doluptas adita doluptatecto Homepage, soloren daestium natus pratum faceate nestemq ....
...uossum quunt pedis doluptas adita Homepage verum, uossum quunt pedis...

...doluptas adita doluptatecto Homepage, soloren daestium natus pratum faceate nestemq ....
...uossum quunt pedis doluptas adita Homepage verum, uossum quunt pedis...

Author matches
There are no matches.
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Shoutbox

Shoutbox
08:00 Severina: I like this song so much
grey: your posts
pink: posts of the others

08.01 Tanita: the last album was really good
08.03 Severina: do you mean Butterfly ?
08:05 Martina: I like Clowns Diary much more
08:05 Tanita: Yeah it was also quite good
08:08 Tanita: but the next one should be more
08:08 Severina: yes it should
Name:
Tanita
Message:

send
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Icons.

These icons are self designed. It was important to
have them grey/white and in color to be variable in
using them on the homepage.
The grey PDF, print and e-mail-icons have been used
in the headline of boxes when it was senseful.
The social network icons are held in their original
color to provide a recognition value.
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Radio history and technical facts.

Who was the inventor of radio?
The discovery of electromagnetic waves by Heinrich
Hertz in 1886 provided a basis for the development
of radio. Guglielmo Marconi was an Italian physician and entrepreneur. He used this principle for the
transition of telegraphic messages, which he later
even was able to send over the Atlantic ocean. This
was in 1901. Other men who contributed a lot to the
development of radio were Nikola Tesla, Alexander
Popow and Ferdinand Braun. Both Braun and Marconi achieved the Nobelprize in Physics in 1909. 34
years later, the patent court of the USA determined
Nikola Tesla to be the inventor of the radio.
When was the first radio show?
The first radio show was broadcast privately by the
Dutch Hanso Idzerda in 1919. He was playing music on four evenings per week for five years and he
had big audience. The show has been supported by
donations of the listeners. After some official radio
stations gained more and more audience in the
Netherlands, Idzerda had to quit his broadcasts. In
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania a radio station called KDKA
received its license in October 1920 and went on the
air as the first US licensed commercial broadcasting
station. That station is still on the air today.
What was radio originally made for?
In the beginnings the shows supposed to entertain
people. They played mainly music. That switched to
more or less commercial shows, supported by manufacturers and department stores. They were established to sell radios and those owned by newspapers
to sell newspapers and express the opinions of the
owners. During World War II, radio has been controlled and used by the government to make propaganda. People were not allowed to listen to foreign
radio stations. If someone was caught listening to

any other than the national radio shows he or she
has been prosecuted and brought into jail. Besides
this, the government told radio stations what can be
broadcast and what cannot. It was for example completely forbid to talk about political issues, eroticism
and satire.
Development of Radio after WW II
After World War II there was a change in frequency
using. A new wavelength plan was set up for Europe
at a meeting in Copenhagen. Because of the recent
war, Germany was only given a small number of
medium-wave frequencies, which are not very good
for broadcasting. For this reason Germany began
broadcasting on VHF, that means very high frequency, which was not covered by the Copenhagen plan.
In the following years more and more national broadcasting stations have been build up and radio has
been transformed into a well-used infotainment tool.
The technological development of radio-receivers
went on. In 1960 Sony introduced their first transistorized radio, small enough to fit in a vest pocket.
It was able to be powered by a small battery. It was
durable, because there were no tubes to burn out,
like in the old radios. Radios became cheaper and
smaller, and people found new ways to transmit information. In 1988 the first official free radio station
was founded. After that, it was possible to broadcast
as a private, noncommercial radio station.
What does a basic radio setup consist of?
Any radio setup has two parts:
* the transmitter
* the receiver
The transmitter takes some sort of message and encodes it onto a sine wave and transmits it with radio
waves. The receiver receives the radio waves and

decodes the message from the sine wave it receives.
Both the transmitter and receiver use antennas to
radiate and capture the radio signal.
Radio for communication “one to many”/”some to
many”
Nowadays anyone can listen to radio from all sorts of
different broadcasts. Most commonly used ways to
transmit radio are broadcasting through the air as
* an analog or digital radio signal from a terrestrial
transmitter to a receiving antenna;
* a digital radio signal, from a communications satellite to a receiving antenna;
or via the internet as a webcast;
The radio signal
Radio is the transmission of signals by modulation
of electromagnetic waves with frequencies below
those of visible light. Electromagnetic radiation travels by means of oscillating electromagnetic fields
that pass through the air and the vacuum of space.
Information is carried by systematically modulating
some property of the radiated waves, such as amplitude, frequency, phase, or pulse width. When radio
waves pass an electrical conductor, the oscillating
fields induce an alternating current in the conductor.
This can be detected and transformed into sound or
other signals that carry information. All radios today
use continuous sine waves to transmit information.
The reason for using continuous sine waves today is
because there are so many different people and devices that want to use radio waves at the same time.
Each different radio signal uses a different sine wave
frequency, and that is how they are all separated.
Analog radio
The two most common types of modulation used in
radio are amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency
modulation (FM). Frequency modulation minimizes
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Radio history and technical facts.

noise and provides greater fidelity than amplitude
modulation, which is the older method of broadcasting. Both AM and FM are analog transmission systems, they process sounds into continuously varying
patterns of electrical signals which resemble sound
waves. Digital radio uses a transmission system
in which the signals propagate as discrete voltage
pulses, as patterns of numbers; before transmission, an where they go. Other services, require a fixed
location receiver and a dish antenna. In all cases,
the antenna must have a clear view to the satellites.
Satellite radio services are usually provided by commercial ventures and are subscription based. The
various services are proprietary signals, requiring
specialized hardware for decoding and playback.
Providers usually carry a variety of news, weather,
sports, and music channels, with the music channels
generally being commercial free.
Internet radio
Internet radio is an audio service transmitted via the
Internet. Music streaming on the Internet is usually
referred to as webcasting since it is not transmitted broadly through wireless means. Internet radio
involves streaming media presenting listeners with a
continuous stream of audio that cannot be paused or
replayed, much like traditional broadcast media; in
this respect, it is distinct from on demand file serving. Internet radio is also distinct from podcasting,
which involves downloading rather than streaming.
Many Internet radio services are associated with
a corresponding traditional radio station or radio
network. Internet only radio stations are independent of such associations. Internet radio services
are usually accessible from anywhere in the world.
Some major networks in the US and the UK restrict
listening to in country because of music licensing
30

and advertising concerns. Internet radio remains
popular among expatriates and listeners with interests that are often not adequately served by local
radio stations. Internet radio services offer news,
sports, talk, and various genres of music—every
format that is available on traditional radio stations.
Radio used as communication tool “many to many”
Radio communication (2-way radios) Radios are still
used as the basic voice communication means in big
governmental/non-governmental organizations, fire
stations, airports, army, train/bus stations, shipping, police stations and etc. Radios are considered
to be the most cost effective, consistent and failureproof way of communication compared to the many
other options analog audio signal is converted into a
digital signal, which may be transmitted in the AM or
FM frequency range. A digital radio broadcast offers
CD quality reception and reproduction on the FM
band and FM quality reception and reproduction on
the AM band.
Satellite radio
A satellite radio is a digital radio signal that is broadcast by a communications satellite, which covers a
much wider geographical range than terrestrial radio
signals. Satellite radio offers a meaningful alternative to ground based radio services in some countries,
notably the United States. Mobile services, allow listeners to roam across an entire continent, listening
to the same audio programming anywhere they go.
Other services, require a fixed location receiver and
a dish antenna. In all cases, the antenna must have
a clear view to the satellites. Satellite radio services are usually provided by commercial ventures
and are subscriptionbased. The various services
are proprietary signals, requiring specialized hardware for decoding and playback. Providers usually

carry a variety of news, weather, sports, and music
channels, with the music channels generally being
commercial free. Internet radio is an audio service
transmitted via the Internet. Music streaming on the
Internet is usually referred to as webcasting since it
is not transmitted broadly through wireless means.
Internet radio involves streaming media presenting
listeners with a continuous stream of audio that
cannot be paused or replayed, much like traditional
broadcast media; in this respect, it is distinct from
on demand file serving. Internet radio is also distinct
from podcasting, which involves downloading rather
than streaming. Many Internet radio services are
associated with a corresponding traditional radio
station or radio network. Internet only radio stations
are independent of such associations. Internet radio
services are usually accessible from anywhere in
the world. Some major networks in the US and the
UK restrict listening to in country because of music
licensing and advertising concerns. Internet radio
remains popular among expatriates and listeners
with interests that are often not adequately served
by local radio stations. Internet radio services offer
news, sports, talk, and various genres of music—
every format that is available on traditional radio
stations.
Radio used as communication tool “many to many”
Radio communication (2-way radios)
Radios are still used as the basic voice communication means in big governmental/non-governmental
organizations, fire stations, airports, army, train/
bus stations, shipping, police stations and etc.
Radios are considered to be the most cost effective,
consistent and failure-proof way of communication
compared to the many other options available such

Radio history and technical facts.

as cellular phones, satellite communication, etc.
because they transmit signals directly from the radio
device to other stations.
Amateur radio
Amateur radio, often called ham radio, is both a
hobby and a service in which participants, called
„hams,“ use various types of radio communications equipment to communicate with other radio
amateurs for public services, recreation and selftraining. Amateur radio operators enjoy personal
(and often worldwide) wireless communications with
each other and are able to support their communities with emergency and disaster communications
if necessary, while increasing their personal knowledge of electronics and radio theory. An estimated
six million people throughout the world are regularly
involved with amateur radio. The term „amateur“ reflects the principle that amateur radio and its skilled
operators are committed to helping communities
without financial compensation; whereas commercial radio operates for profit.
Citizens band radio
Citizens‘ band radio or CB is usually unlicensed
broadcasting over frequencies set aside for that
purpose. It is often used by truck drivers to communicate to one another.

System , NWR is an „All Hazards“ radio network,
making it your single source for comprehensive weather and emergency information. In conjunction with
Federal, State, and Local Emergency Managers and
other public officials, NWR also broadcasts warning
and post-event information for all types of hazards
– including natural (such as earthquakes or avalanches), environmental (such as chemical releases or
oil spills), and public safety (such as AMBER alerts or
911 Telephone outages).
Known as the „Voice of NOAA‘s National Weather
Service,“ NWR is provided as a public service by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), part of the Department of Commerce. NWR
includes 1000 transmitters, covering all 50 states,
adjacent coastal waters, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin
Islands, and the U.S. Pacific Territories. NWR requires a special radio receiver or scanner capable of
picking up the signal. Broadcasts are found in the
VHF public service band at these seven frequencies
(MHz): 162.400, 162.425, 162.450, 162.475, 162.500,
162.525, 162.550.

NWR, NOAA, Weather Radio
NWR is a nationwide network of radio stations broadcasting continuous weather information directly
from the nearest National Weather Service office.
NWR broadcasts official Weather Service warnings,
watches, forecasts and other hazard information 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. Working with the Federal
Communication Commission‘s (FCC) Emergency Alert
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